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Abstract. A general formalism, called the general dependencies, is presented. The multivalued, 
mutual, join and functional dependencies can be expressed in this formaiism. Some properties 
of general dependencies are stated and their influence on the decomposition and the partial 
decomposition of a relation is studied. 
The class of general dependencies is compared with other classes of dependencies. 
It is proved that every set of functional dependencies can be expressed by a single genera! 
dependency. The same property holds for the multivalued dependencies. 
Finally the concept of functional dependency is generalized. 
1. htroduction 
It is often useful to decompose a relation scheme into a number of component 
relations. The functional dependencies give a sufficient condition for such a 
decompositicn. The multivalued ependencies give a necessary and sufficient condi- 
tion to decompose a relation into two components. The mutual dependencies are 
a necessary and sufficient condition to decompose a relation into three components, 
and finally the join dependencies are a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
decomposition into any number of components. However it is well known that the 
functional dependencies are nut expressible in terms of the join dependencies. In
[lo] the importance of functional dependencies and keys was shown with respect 
to normal forms. 
It is the purpose of this paper to describe the general dependencies, a formalism 
in which the decompositions of a relation can be expressed as well as the functional 
dependencies. Since also other constraints can be expressed in this formalism it 
seems to be an interesting framework to express properties of a relation. In Section 
2 we give a brief description of some basic concepts in the relational database 
model. Furthermore some well-known dependencies are introduced using a 
particular formalism. In Section 3 the general dependencies are defined. In 
Section 4 some properties concerning the indexed attribute namtis are proved. 
In Section 5 the general dependencies are compared with other dependencies. 
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Finally in the last section we compare the general dependencies with the join 
and the functional dependencies. 
2. Relational model 
We introduce some basic notions of the relational model. A more explicit 
desmiption can be found in [3, 17,211. 
Consider an ordered set of attributes 0 = {A, I?, C, . . .}, each associated with a 
domain of atomic values. A relation instance R on l2 is a set of functions, mapping 
each attribute of 0 to a value in its associated omain. Since we assume that the 
set of attributes 0 is ordered, we can represent each function in a relation instance 
by a tuple (a, b, c, . . .). An instance itself is vizualized by a table of tuples, with 
one column for each attribute. 
A relation scheme on L! is a set of relation instances on a. We do not use the 
notion of relational database, since conceptually every relational database can be 
considered as one relation. Furthermore even if a data base is said to consist of a 
number of relations, we consider in this paper each relation separately. 
Given a relation instance R whose set of attributes is n. Let X be a subset of 
n. The restriction to X of a tuple of the instance R is called an X-subtuple of R. 
The set of all the X-subtuples of R is called the X-projection of R and is denoted 
by R[X]. Note that R[X] is also a relation instance. The join of relation instances 
RI, R2, . . . , Rk (with sets of attributes 0,) &, . . . , 12k j is the set of functions t on 
R,u Ibzw l l l u Ok, such that for each 1 s i s k, there is a tuple in Ri that agrees 
with t on Oi. The join is denoteld by _ii~ik_l Ri [l]. 
A relation instance R on J2 is decomposable on (X1, . . . , Xk) where the Xi are 
subsets of 0 whose union is SZ iff 
g R[Xi]= R. 
i= 1 
A relation scheme is decomposable on (Xl, . . . , Xk) iff all its instances are decompos- 
able on (X,, . . . , Xk ). 
In general a relation schem’e is said to satisfy a constraint iff all its instances 
satisfy that constraint. A set of constraints S1 is said to imply a set of constraints 
& ifI the relation instances that satisfy S1 also satisfy Sz. S1 and SZ are called 
equivalent Iff they imply each other. 
From now on we only consider relation instances and we write “relation” for 
“relation instance”. 
We now recall the definitions of multivalued [4,9], mutual [13] and join depen- 
dencies [S] using a common formalism, i.e. we define them according to the 
decomposition they yield. 
Let X, Y and 2 be three disjoint sets of attributes, whose union is 0. The 
relation R is said to satisfy the multivalued dependency (mvd) 
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iiff R[XY] * R[XZ] = R. (We use XY for the union of X and Y.) This means that, 
if we take x an X-subtuple, y a Y-subtuple and z a 25subtuple of R such that x 
and y both occur in one tuple (i.e. xy is an XY-subtuple of R) and x and z both 
occur in one tuple (i.e. xz is an X2-subtuple of R) then x, y and z also occur in 
one tuple (i.e. xyz is a tuple of R). To simplify the formalism we consider the 
following definition: 
A line of attributes (or line) is a set of attributes. Given a relation R and a line 
of attributes AB . . . E. We say that the subtuple (a, 6, . . . , e) satisfies the line 
AB . . . E iff (a, b, . . . , e) is a (AB.. . E)-subtuple, i.e. iff the subtuple (a, 6, . . . , e) 
appears in R[AB . . . E]. 
Using this definition we describe the mvd’s as follows. I et X, Y and 2 b/e three 
disjoint subsets of J2 whose union is 0. A relation is said t 3 satisfy X + + Y iff for 
each x (X-subtuple), y (Y-subtuple) and t (Z-subtuple) such that xy satisfies the 
line XY and xz satisfies the line X2 holds that xyz satisfies the line XYZ. 
Example 1. Let 0 = {A, B, C, D, E} and consider ,4B + + C. This mvd can also be 
expressed by: if abc satiCes ABC, abde satisfies ABDE, then abcde has to satisfy 
ABCDE. In our formalism we denote this constraint lby 
A B C 
A B D E 
A B CD E. 
Hence in general a constraint or dependency consists of a number of inputlines 
(here ABC and ABDE) and one outputline (here ABCDE). We say that the 
relation R satisfies this constraint iff the following condition holds: For every 
attribute choose one arbitrary value in its associated domain; whenever all the 
inputlines are satisfied by these values, then the outputline is also satisfied by these 
values (this holds for every choice of values). This formalism will be generalized 
later on. 
Assume that X, Y and 2 are again three disjoint subsets of JI2, whose union is 
0. The relation R is said to satisfy the mutual dependency (md) Xi---* Y iff 
R[XY]*R[XZ]*R[YZ]=R. 
Let us now use the above formalism to express the md: we use three inputlines 
(one for XY, one for X2 and one for YZ) and one outputline (for XYZ). 
Example 2. .C? = (A, 63, C, D, E). Then AB +C can be expressed by 
ABC 
A B D E 
CDE 
A B CD E. 
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LetX,,..., Xk be k subsets lof 0 whose union is a. The relation R is said to 
satisfy the join dependency (jd) 
* (Xl, l l l , x/A 
ifI *f=r R[Xi]= R. 
Again we use our formalism to express the jd’s: There are k: inputlines (one for 
each Xi), each containing exactly the attributes of Xi, and the outputline contains 
all the attributes of f2. 
Example 3. 0 = {A, B, C, D, E}. Consider * (AB, BCD, ACE). This is expressed by 
A B 
BCD 
ACE 
A B CD E. 
Note that the Xi’s need not to be disjoint. HotNever their unior must be 0. 
Therefore they are also called total join dependencies. 
Before studying the general dependencies in the next section,, we extend our 
formalism in two ways: 
- embedding, 
- using names for the attributes. 
2.1. Embedding 
Sometimes a user is interested only in a projection of a relation. In that case it 
is possible that there exists a join of projections of the relation that agrees with 
the relation on the interesting projection, but without being equal to the entire 
relation. 
Such a constraint can be described as 
R[XbAl]=( 4 R[XI)[xX,,l 
i=l 
and is called a p~rtiaE decomposition. 
It is expressed by one inputline for each set Xi, 1 G i =S k. The outputline however 
only contains the attributes of X k+l. As such this is a generalization of the formalism 
used for the total jd’s [SJ, where all the attributes of 0 had to be in the outputline. 
We still suppose ths? every attribute of the outputline appears at least in one 
inputline (this condition was trivially satisfied with the jd’s since [ JFz 1Xi = J2). But 
we no more claim that all the attributes appear in the inputlines, nor in the 
outputline. 
Note that an attribute can appear in an inputline without belonging to the 
outputline. Hence our formalism is even more general than the embedded join 
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dependencies [S] where all the attributes of the inputlines have to belong to t;+e 
output. 
2.2. Indexed attribute names 
Until now our formalism cannot describe the functional dependencies. Let X 
and Y be two disjoint subsets of 0 (their union need not to be 0). The rektion 
R is said to satisfy the functional dependency (fd) X+ Y iff whenever two tuplles 
agree on X, then they also agree on Y [2, 61. Using our terminology we can say: 
R satisfies X + Y iff whenever we consider an X-subtuple x and two Y-subtuples 
yl and y2 such that xyl and xy2 both satisfy the line XV, then y1 = ~2. The problem 
here is that we cannot express “yl= ~2” is our formalism But y1 = y2 is equivalent 
to saying that y1 and y2 both occur in one tuple. 
Therefore we express X + Y as 
Xl 1’1 
Xl y2 
Yl y2 
X1 Yl is the line containing all the attributes of XY indexed by 1. X1 Y2 is the line 
containing all the attributes of X indexed by 1 and all the attributes of Y indexed 
by 2. Y1 Y2 is the line containing all the attributes of Y two times, indexed once 
by 1 and once by 2. 
Example 4. L? = {A, B, C, D, E}. AB + DE is equivalent to 
DI 6 D2 E2. 
In this example we actually use names of attributes (indexed attribute names). 
From now on a line will be a set of indexed attribute names. One attribute can 
have many different indexed attribute names. We choose for every indexed attribute 
name one arbitrary value of its associated domain, and verify that whenever all 
the inputlines are satisfied by these values, then the outputline is also satisfied. 
Hence the example above says that if al, 61, dl, el, d2, e2 are such that both 
albldlel and albld2e2 occur in one tuple, then dleld2ez are in one tuple, i.e. dl = d2 
and el = e2. 
3. General dependencies 
We first define a general dependency as a formalization of the concept discussed 
in the previous section. 
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Definition 1. Let R be a relation and 0 its set of attributes. If A is an attribute 
of R, A,, A2,. . . etc. are called indexed attribute names (ian). Ai is said to be 
associated to the attribute A. A line is a set of ian’s. 
An evaluation of the ian Ai is a value of the *domain associated to A. 
A general dependency (gd) is a scheme of a number (say k 2 1) of inputlines and 
one outputline where the outputline is a part of the union of the inputlines. A set 
of evaluations associated to a general dependehcy is a set of evaluations, one for 
each ian in the general dependency. 
A set of evaluations atisfies a line iff the evaluations of all the ian’s of the line 
appear in one tuple. 
The relation R is said to satisfy a general dependency iff whenever a SC;E of 
evaluations atisfies all ;he inputlines, then it also satisfies the outputline. If a gd 
is satisfied we say that its inputlines generate its nutputline. 
Example 4 illustrates this definition. Though examples 1, 2 and 3 are formally 
not general dependencies they are conforming to the definition after the indexing 
of the attributes. 
This proves that the fd’s, the mvd’s, the md’s and the jd’s are expressible by 
general dependencies. Moreover in [16] (where a slightly different, but equivalent 
definition for general dependencies was introduced) we proved that also the general- 
ized multivalued dependencies [7], first-order-hierarchical-decompositions [7],
crosses [ 141, transitive dependencies [ 1 S] and the interdependencies [8] are express- 
ible by general dependencies. 
Furthermore we can express also the generalized mutual dependencies [12], the 
full join dependencies [ .l9] and the tableaux [lo, 51 using general dependencies. 
As to the latter, a tableau is equivalent o a general dependency where all the 
attributes have one ian. However the general dependencies eem to be a more 
elegant formalism since in a tableau each inputline has to contain a value for each 
attribute of J2, even if it does not appear elsewhere in the tableau, in which case 
it is. of no importance. We end this section by another example of a general 
dependency, which will be studied in the next section. 
Example 5. Let 0 = {A, B, C}. The following scheme represents ageneral depen- 
dency: 
AI BI 
A2 BI 
A2 G 
Note that in the notation used in Example 5 the order of the inputlines and the 
order of ian’s within each line are irrelevant. 
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The main result of this section states that if R satisfies a gd, then a new gd can 
be constructed, that is also satisfied by R, by substituting every occurrence of an 
ian by another ian that is associated to the same attribute. 
Therefore we first study the gd’s that are satisfied by every relation R with an 
appropriate set of attributes (i.e. the relations containing all of the attributes denoted 
by the ian’s of the gd), such gd’s are called trivial g&s. 
We distinguish two particular classes of trivial gd’s. 
Tl. The gd’s whose outputline is-a subline of an inputline. 
T2. The gd’s containing only two inputlines such that 
- the first line consists of only two ian’s of the same attribute, say Ai and Ai, 
- the second line contains among others Ai, 
_. the outputline consists of the second line completed with Ak 
Exampbe 6. 
AI A2 & G 
is a gd of type T2. 
It is very easy to verify that all .these gd’s are always satisfied. The following two 
rules indicate how a set of gd’s imply a new gd: 
Rl. If an ian Ai only appears once in a gd that is satisfied by R, then the gd 
obtained after the elimination of Aj is also satisfied by R. Indeed, if Ai only appears 
once in the inputlines, and not in the outputline, we can always choose a “good” 
evaluation for it, so we can eliminate it from the gd. 
Remark that there are three kinds of ian’s in a gd: 
- the ian’s of the outputline. They also belong to some inputline. 
- the ian’s that are not in the outputline but belong to at least two different 
inputlines. 
- t.he ian’s that are not in the outputline and belong to just one inputline. RI 
indicates that these ian’s are irrelevant. 
R2. Start with a set of lines S = So. If a subset of S generates a new line 1 
according to the given set of gd’s, then put S := S u 1. Repeat this step. 
Every such line I is generated by the set of lines So (by transitivity) and hence 
fChle gd with SO as inputline and 2 as the outputline is satisfied by R if the given set 
of ad’s is satisfied by R. 
Consider a relation R with a number of gd’s that are satisfied., Using Tl and T2 
we add a number of trivial gd’s to that given set. Applying Rl and R2 repeatedly 
onsider the following example of a deduction. 
Example 7. Given 0 = {A, B, C, D} and 
AI BI Bl DI 
AI Cl and B1 02 
AI BI CI DI D29 
Starting with A1 B1 Cl D2 
BI DI 
generate BI D2 Tl, R2 
D1 D2 R2 
A, B1 Cl D2 DI T2, R2 
A & Cl D1 Tl, R2. 
I-Ience A1 BI CI D2 
BI Dr 
r B1 Cl D1 issatisfied. 
RI yields that A1 B1 Cl 
BI DI 
Al B, Cl D1 is satisfied. 
4 BI Dl 
4 G D2 
generates Al B1 Cl Tl, R2 and the given gd 
generates Al B1 Cl D1 Tl, R2 and a. 
Al B, Cl D1 Rl and@. 
In [I61 the following theorem about the trivial gd’s has been proved. 
and R2. 
All the trivial gd’s of a relation R cm be deduced from Tl, T2, R1 
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Theorem 2. Consider a gd G and let h be a function that maps each ian into an 
ian associated to the same attribute. If G’ is the gd obtained after applying h to all 
the ian’s of G, then G implies G’. 
Broo;f. We only have to prove the theorem for all the functions h that map (say) 
Al to (say) A2 and for which all the other ian’s are fixpoints. All the functions we 
have to consider are compositions of these functions. 
Suppose that R satisfies the gd G and consider the set of lines obtained from 
the inputlines of G by replacing Al by AZ. Add to this set of lines, the line A lAt 
obtaining the set S of lines. All the lines constructed by adding Al to the lines of 
S that contain AZ, are generated by S (using T2’r. Hence all the inputlines of G 
are also generated by S, and consequently we obtain the outputline of G, applying 
rule R2. If Al belongs to this outputline we may replace A 1 by AZ (applying T2 
and R2). 
The gd consisting of this outputline aJ the set S as inputlines is hence satisfied 
by R. Since in this gd A1 is only appearing once (in AlA2) we can eliminate it. 
We can also eliminate the rest of that line (i.e. AZ) since -42 is generated by other 
lines of S. 
The gd we obtain in this way is G’, which proves the theorem. 
This theorem states that we can replace an ian by another ian of the same 
attribute. It also states that we can identify two ian’s with the same attribute. 
However we cannot split an ian into two different ian’s without destroying the 
soundness of the gd as illustrated in Example 8. 
Example 8. Let a = {A, B, C}. 
Al BI AI BI 
Al Cl always holds but A2 Cl does not. 
4 Cl Al Cl- 
5. Other dependency classes 
In this section we compare the class of general dependencies with the class of 
embedded implicational dependencies [ 111. 
Definition 2. Consider an n-ary relation R with VI, . . . , Vn disjoint sets of variables. 
An embedded implicational dependency (eid) has the form 
where each ai and pi has the form 
V =W with v, w E Vi for some i 
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J&J11 9**.9 vn) withvjEV’forallj=l,...,n. 
Intuitively an eid says that if certain tuples belong to the relation R, then 
- certain values must be identical, and 
- some tuples must belong to R. 
In [20] the algebraic dependencies are introduced and the following theorem is 
proved: 
Thmrem 3.. For every embedded implicational dependency there is an equivalent 
algebraic dependency and vice-versa. 
DefMion 3. Consider a gd G. Two ian’s Ai and Aj that are associated to the same 
attribute A are called twins iff Ai and Ai belong to a common inputline of G. 
lLsmma 1. For every gd G, there is a gd G’ that is equivalent to G and that has no 
twins. 
Prsof. Suppose that Ai and Aj are twins of G. Replace every occurrence of Ai by 
Ai, and if, afterwards, there are two occurrences of Ai in a line, erase one of them. 
Call the resulting gd G’. 
G implies G’ by Theorem 2. 
G’ implies G, since the line AiAi results from the inputlines of G. Hence we 
may add Ai to every inputline that contains Ai. Applying R2 we generate the 
<JUtpUthe of G’, which after an additional application of T2 and R2 generates the 
outputline of G. 
?korem 4. Every gd is equivalent to an eid, but not vice-versa. 
Proof. Consider a gd G without twins. G can be written as an equivalent eid in a 
natural way. Fo:i instance the gd 
4 4 Dl 
A, c’1 D1 
I!?, c2 
is equivalent o 
W&, A29 BI, B2, G, C2, C3, DI, D2) 
UWl, Bl, C3,m A N4, B2, G, 0.1) A JW2, BI, c:2,D2)) 
-+ 13&)(R [A,, B,, C,, 03) A (C, = C’z)). 
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The inverse does not hold. Indeed, let us consider a binary relation R and the 
non-trivial eid D 
(vy,, y2, y3, yd)(R(yl, ~2) A R(y3, y4N+ @~)(R(YI, a) f\R(y3, xl))a 
We prove that the only gd’s that are implied by D are the trivial gd’s, inducing 
that D is equivalent o no set of gd’s. 
Suppose on the contrary that there is a non-trivial gd G, without twins, that is 
implied by D. Then there are two ian’s Ai and Bi with 
- some inputline of G contains Ai and does not contain Bj, 
- some inplutline of G contains Bj and does not contain Ai, 
- the outputline of G contains both Ai and Bb 
Construct f’ from G by 
- substituting the outputline of G by AiBj, 
- adding the new ian A,, to those inputlines of G that contain no ian’s associated 
to A, 
- adding the new ian Bq to those inputlines of G that contain no ian’s associated 
to B, 
- adding the inputline A$&. 
Obviously G’ is implied by G. 
Let h be the function 
Wi)=&, 
h(Ak)=Az, k#i, 
hEBi) = Bl, 
h(Bk)=B2, k#j. 
The function h transforms G’ into G”. 
4 B2 
Grf=A2 B2 
A2 & 
Hence D implies G”, 
The instance 
0 0 
0 1 
1 0 
satisfies D and does not satisfy G”, which yields a contradiction, denying the 
existence of G. 
In [18] the t:emplate dependencies are introduced. It results from the definition 
that they are equivalent o a strict sub&ass of the gd’s, since the k!‘a z,?nnot be 
expressed by the formalism of template dependencies. 
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6. The weiationsbip between decompositions fd’s and gd’s 
In [16] the following theorem is proved. 
?rtrmrem 5. Let the relation R satisfy the gd G. Then the relation obtained by the 
join of all the inputline projections of R, agrees with R on the outputline projection, 
#i.e. let R satisfr the gd G and let Xi be the set of attributes of the ith inputline 
(Misk)andX k-+1 the set of attributes of the outputline, then 
R[Xk+,] = ( ; R[X$Xk+,]e 
i=l 
If all the attributes have only one ian, then the inverse also holds. 
%n general the inverse does not hold as illustrated in the following example. 
Example 9. Let 0 = {A, B). 
AI J% 
A1 B2 implies (R[AB] * RIABl)[Bl=RIBIo 
The inverse does not hold since the right condition is always satisfied and the left 
one states that A + B. Hence the partial decompositions can be described using 
only a subclass of the gd (namely those for which every attribute has only one ian). 
So far we discussed how fd’s and decompositions are expressed by some gd’s. 
However Example 5 of the previous section shaws that there are other very 
remarkable gd’s. 
Let us recall this example: 0 = {A, B, C}. 
Gle can easily prove that {B + A, A -, C} implies this gd, which on its turn implies 
R[AB] * R[AC] = R. 
By choosing some counterexamples, one GUI illustrate that the inverse implica- 
tions do not hold. In the same way one can show that this gd is not equivalent o 
any fd nor to any decomposition statement. 
Some of the gd’s are equivalent to a set of fd’s [2]. The next theorem states’ 
an even stronger esult. 
heorem 6. Given a relation scheme whose set lsf attributes is In. Any slet of fd’s is 
equivalent to a single gd. 
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Proof. We are given a set of fd’s F. A gd 67 will be constructed and it will be proved 
to be equivalent to F. 
Consider for every fd X + Y in F two different lines 
Xl yi 
Xl Yj 
of ian’s. (Xl denotes the line with all the attributes of X indexed by 1 etc.). Choose 
the indices i and j different from 1 such that no two indices iare equal. Hence there 
are (212 + 1) indices, where n is the number of fd’s in F. 
Consider these lines together with the line that includes all the ian’s of the left 
parts of the fd’s and one Yk for each right part. (The k’s are again new and different 
indices.) 
These 2n + 1 lines are the inputlines of G. The output line is composed of all 
the ian’s of right YiYi for each X + Y. In total 3~2 + 1 indices are used. In Example 
10 below, this construction is illustrated. 
G implies every fd X + Y of F. Indeed the inputlines of G generate Yi Yi (by Tl 
and R2). Then using Rl, Tl and R2 a number of times we eliminate all the 
inputlines, except for Xl Yi and X1 Yb 
F implies G. Start with the inputlines of G. They generate YiYk and YiYk for 
every X + Y of F. Applying rules T2 and R2 also the lines consisting of all ian’s 
in G is generated and hence also the outputline of G. 
Example 10. Let 0 = {A, B, C, D} and F = (A + B, A + C, BC + D}. The G cm- 
strutted in Theorem 6 is 
Al B2 
AI B3 
Al C4 
AI Cs 
Bl Cl & 
BI Cl D7 
AI BI G Bs G DIO 
An analogous theorem holds for the mvd’s. 
Theorem 7. Given a relatiovt scheme whose set of attributes is L?. Any SC t of mod’s 
is equivalent to a single gd. 
roof. The gd’s whose outputline consists of all the attributes of 0, indexed by 
the same index (say 1) are called full gd’s. Clearly every mvd X + + Y is equivalent 
for every attribute A 
Ai+Al lSi<n, 
Ai+Az fi < i .S 2n. 
The resulting gd is implied by F 
ose where all the attributes 
bY 2, 
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to the fllrll gd 
Xi Yl 
XI 21 
Xl Yl 21 
where 2 is the complement of XY. 
We prove that a full gd together with an mvd are always equivalent o a single 
full gd, Applying this result a finite number of times, we obtain a full gd equivalent 
to a finite number of mvd’s. 
Suppose that we are given two full gd’s: G1 and GZ 
the latter being equivalent o (T n U) + + T - I% 
Without loss of generality we suppose that the ian’s of the output of G1 and G2 
are indexed by 1. Let n be the maximum of the indices in GI. We now construct 
a full gd F that is equivalent o G1 and G2 together: Consider an inputline of G1. 
Iit will induce 2 inputlines of F: one by replacing Ai by Ai+,, ipF A does not belong 
to T and one by replacing Ai by Ai+, 8 A does not belong to U. 
In that way we construct all the inputlines of F. Hence the number of 
inputlines of F is twice that of G1. The outputline of F is &, the same as 
for G1. Example 11. illustrates this construction. 
F implies G1. Consider the function h, from the ian’s of F to the ian’s of G1, 
that maps for every attribute A 
h maps F onto G1. By Theotrzm 2 we know that F implies G1. 
F implies G2. Consider t,he function k, defined on the ian’s of F and that maps 
(by Theorem 2) and has two kinds of inputlines: 
of T are indexed by 1 and the other attributes 
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- those where all the attributes of U are indexed by 1 and the other attributes 
by 2. 
Hence, each of its inputlines is a subline of an inputline of 
So, this last gd is also implied by 8’. Since T u U = In, we can apply Rl and eliminate 
all the ian’s indexed by 2, which proves that F implies Gz. 
G1 and G2 impZy F. Recall the construction of F and consider all the inputlines 
of F that were obtained by replacing Ai by Ai+n iff A& T. Call this set of lines IT. 
Consider the function g, mapping the ian’s of G1 into the ian’s of F: 
Ai+Ai if A E T, 
Ai *Ai+, if A& T. 
The gd obtained by applying g on Gz shows that IT generates Tl, and hence all 
the inputlines of F also generate Tl. In the same way we prove that the inputlines 
of F generate U1. Applying G2 we conclude that 0, is generated, which proves 
that G1 and GZ imply F. 
Example 11. Let 0 = {A, B, C, D}. Consider first A + + B and B + + C. They can 
be expressed by 
which is 
4 B1 B1 *Cl 
Al Ct Dl and B1 A1 D1 
A1 B1 Cl D1 Al Bl Cl Dl 
equivalent to 
A2 & 
A1 B1 
A2 G 02 
AI C2 DI 
Let us add now CD + + A or 
Cl Dl Al 
Cl Dl Bl 
A1 B1 Cl D; m 
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‘The former three mvd’s are together equivalent 
A2 B3 
A4 & 
A1 83 
A3 Bt 
A2 G J72 
A4 G y32 
AI G DI 
A3 C2 DI 
We finally consider a special class of gd’s called the multiple functional depen- 
dencies. 
Any gd with only two ian’s in the outputline that moreover are associated to the 
same attribute is called a multiple functional dependency (mfd). 
Clearly each fd is an mfd, but the inverse does not hold, as is illustrated by 
AI BI 
At C, 
& C2 
Cl c2 l 
However the final theorem says that each mfd is equivalent o a full set of fd’s. 
First we need to define some equivalence relations on the ian’s of the given gd G: 
Given a set of attributes 0 and a gd G. 
Let X be an arbitrary set of attributes (a subset of 0, probably empty). We say 
that the ian’s Ai and Bi are X&ained (Ai wx Bj) iff 
Ai=Bi 
or there exists a sequence of ian’s such that 
- the first ian is Ai, 
- the last ian is Bj, 
- no Han of the sequence is associated to an attribute of X, 
- every two consecutive ian’s are in a common inputZine of G. 
Example 12. 
Al BI 
B, G 
A2 B2 
B2 C2 
B2 G C2 w 
Decompositions in a relational database 
Verify that 
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Theorem 8. An mfd G with outputline A 1 A2 is equivalent to the set cf all the fd’s 
X-A with A1 +XA2. 
Proof. (1) G implies the X + A if A 1 +xAz. Consider the line with all the ian’s 
of the attributes in X together with all the ian’s that are X-chained to A 1 r Consider 
as a second line all the ian’s of the attributes in X together with those ian’s that 
do not belong to the first line. The general dependency with these two lines as 
input and A1A2 as outputline is called H. Remark that every inputline of G is a 
subline of H. Indeed, if on the contrary there is an inputline of G that is not 
contained in either of the two inputlines of H, then there exist two ian’s Bi and Ci 
in that inputline of G with Bi not appearing in the first inputline of H and C’i not 
in the second. Hence B nor C are elements of X and furthermore Bi +xCi. But 
since Bi and Ci are in a common inputline of G, we obtain a contradiction, and 
hence every inputline of G is a subline of H. 
Applying Tl and R2 repeatedly, we construct H from G. By applying Rl a 
number of times to H we eliminate all the ian’s that only belong to one inputline 
and this results in a gd equivalent o X -+ A. 
(2) A nontrivial Y + B with an arbitrary set Y and B different from A cannot 
be represented by G since in 
G is satisfied and Y + B lis not. 
(3) X+A with Al zA A2 cannot be represented by G. Consider 
. . . 
X 7* A is not satisfied by R. 
On the other hand, if 1 is chosen as an evaluation of Al in G, then the only 
evaluations for the ian’s that are X-chained to A1 and that satisfy the inputlines 
of G are 1. The same hold? for 0. 
Since Al - XA2, the evaluations of _& and A2 must be equal and hence the 
outputline is satisfied. 
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